LIBRARY SERVICES AND RESOURCES FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS

**Research Consultations**
Meet with a librarian individually or with a small group for research consultations

**SIGS PLAN Library Workshops**
Literature Searching, Intro to Data & Statistical Resources, and the SIGS Publishing Academy

**Interlibrary Loan**
See a resource we don’t have? Request it via Interlibrary loan and we can get it from another library

**Citation Management Software Instruction**
Need to organize your citations? We hold classes once a month on EndNote

**Custom Library Research Guides**
Tailored by disciplines as well as specific topics and courses

**Collection Development**
Need a resource for your thesis or dissertation that we don’t have? Contact us for questions and requests

**Contact Information**
Ekstrom Library Research Assistance and Instruction
https://library.louisville.edu/ask
ph. 502-852-0433

For more information: Research Assistance & Instruction website—library.louisville.edu/ekstrom/rai

**Links to Resources and Services**
Conduct a Literature Review:
library.louisville.edu/ekstrom/litreview

EndNote Guide and Workshops:
library.louisville.edu/endnote